Retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) are frequently divided into functional types by their ability to extract and relay specific features from a visual scene, such as the capacity to discern local or global motion, direction of motion, stimulus orientation, contrast or uniformity, or the presence of large or small objects. Here we introduce three previously uncharacterized, nondirection-selective ON-OFF RGC types that represent a distinct set of feature detectors in the mouse retina. The three high-definition (HD) RGCs possess small receptive-field centers and strong surround suppression. They respond selectively to objects of specific sizes, speeds, and types of motion. We present comprehensive morphological characterization of the HD RGCs and physiological recordings of their light responses, receptive-field size and structure, and synaptic mechanisms of surround suppression. We also explore the similarities and differences between the HD RGCs and a well characterized RGC with a comparably small receptive field, the local edge detector, in response to moving objects and textures. We model populations of each RGC type to study how they differ in their performance tracking a moving object. These results, besides introducing three new RGC types that together constitute a substantial fraction of mouse RGCs, provide insights into the role of different circuits in shaping RGC receptive fields and establish a foundation for continued study of the mechanisms of surround suppression and the neural basis of motion detection.
Introduction
Distinct aspects of a visual scene are relayed to higher brain regions by trains of action potentials originating from Ͼ30 types of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs; Masland, 2012b; Baden et al., 2016) . In 1959, Lettvin and colleagues first described the net convexity detector in the frog retina, an RGC exclusively activated by small objects of equal or lesser size than the receptive-field (RF) center. Spiking output of this cell was abolished entirely when the object and background were moved together in synchrony, but activated when the object was moved against a stationary background; they dubbed this RGC type a "bug perceiver" (Lettvin et al., 1959) . Nearly a decade later, a functional homolog was reported in the rabbit retina by W.R. Levick. The local edge detector (LED) RGC was also optimally excited when the RF center was precisely stimulated; visual stimuli that concurrently fell upon the RF surround resulted in strong attenuation or full suppression of the LED RGC's spiking output (Levick, 1967) . More recently, a similar cell in the mouse retina was found to also exhibit a compact dendritic field and strong surround suppression (Zhang et al., 2012) . While LED RGCs in mice indeed incorporate the small RF and strong surround suppression vital to selectively detect small objects, several groups have assigned the LED RGC an additional functional role: object-motion sensitivity (Olveczky et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2015) .
Is the LED RGC the sole small-object detector of the mouse retina, or are other types of nondirection-selective (non-DS) mouse RGCs with small RF centers involved in representing small stationary or moving objects? Large-scale morphological studies suggest that such RGC types may exist. Small dendritic field RGCs are best represented in the published mouse electron microscopic (EM) connectome (Helmstaedter et al., 2013) . Based on morphological differences and mosaic spacing, the EM study identified Ն3 other RGC types with comparable density to the putative LED (W3b) RGC which stratify at the same level, at the ON-OFF interface of the inner plexiform layer (IPL). A larger online database of RGC morphologies has also identified Ն3 high-density RGC types costratified with the putative LED RGC [Eyewire Cell Museum; http://museum.eyewire.org, including the most numerous RGC in that dataset (personal communication, Sebastian Seung)]. Characterizing these RGC types is important because (1) their high density implies that they represent a substantial fraction of the total RGC population, constituting a major step in the stated goal of identifying all the mouse RGC types , and (2) they may reveal important principles about the way small stationary and moving stimuli are encoded in the retina.
Here we show the reliable physiological targeting of three, non-DS ON-OFF RGC types in wild-type mouse retina that we name the "high-definition" (HD) family of RGCs [HD1, HD2, and UHD (ultra-HD)]. Similar to the LED RGC, HD RGCs are activated by small spots of positive or negative contrast and exhibit strong surround suppression. We provide several lines of evidence that these three HD RGC types and the LED RGC are in fact distinct RGC types. This evidence includes morphological analysis with putative assignments to types from the EM datasets and response profiles under a variety of visual stimulus conditions. We also reveal that the synaptic mechanisms of surround suppression in each RGC type are distinct, and explore their sensitivity to a variety of motion stimuli. Together, these results provide the first morphological and physiological characterization, to our knowledge, of three RGC types in the mouse retina, and they offer new insights into the varied mechanisms of surround suppression and the retinal representation of object motion.
Materials and Methods
Recording. Wild-type mice of either sex (4 -10 weeks old) were darkadapted overnight. Dissection and excision of retinal tissue was performed under infrared illumination (900 nm) using night-vision goggles and night-vision dissecting scope monocular attachments. Research animals were killed in accordance with all animal care standards provided by Northwestern University. A piece of retina was placed onto a glass coverslip coated with poly-D-lysine, ganglion cell layer facing upward for easy recording access. Tissue was superfused with carbogenated Ames solution warmed to 32°C. The identity of RGCs was confirmed with cell-attached capacitive spike trains in response to various light stimuli. Voltage-clamp recordings were performed with cesium-based intracellular solution. For more detailed description of the solutions, equipment, and protocols used, refer to Jacoby et al., 2015 or Nath and .
Visual stimuli. Visual stimuli were presented with a custom-designed light-projection device capable of controlling patterned visual stimulation at high frame rates (1.4 kHZ). Stimuli were generated on a 912 ϫ 1140-pixel digital projector using the blue (450 nm) LED and focused on the photoreceptors. We report light intensities in rod isomerizations (R*) per rod per second. Based on the spectrum of our blue LED, the spectral sensitivities of mouse opsins, and collecting areas of mouse photoreceptors, each R* corresponds to 0.3 isomerizations per M-cone opsin and 6 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 isomerizations per S-cone opsin. Stimuli were first aligned to the RF center of each cell using a series of 25 m (diameter) spots to map the RF. All following stimuli were presented in pseudorandom sequence, and stimuli from darkness were presented at 200 rod R*/rod/s. Spatial and temporal tuning curves were generated by moving light bars (200 R*/rod/s) from darkness through the RF center that differed in width (100, 200, 400 m) and speed (500, 1000, 2000, 4000, 8000 m/s). All moving bars presented were 1000 m long to quantify ON and OFF responses independently. Flashed texture stimuli (0.4, 11, 26, 55 , and 110 m texture scales) were randomly presented as full field (3000 ϫ 3000 m) or, in a separate experiment, as randomly presented textures solely onto the RF center (diameter dependent upon on specific HD cell type RF center). Each texture scale contained the same amount of positive and negative contrast, and textures were presented from a mean background light level of 1000 R*/rod/s. Stimuli that probed object-motion sensitivity used the same texture profiles mentioned above, but differentially or concurrently moved these stimuli to probe responses to center, surround, global, or differential motion (mean background light level of 500 R*/rod/s). All other light levels used are presented in the text in R*/rod/s.
Analysis. All data in the paper are reported as mean Ϯ SEM. We make comparisons for statistical significance between conditions and between cell types with Student's paired one-sided t tests or the KolmogorovSmirnov test. Spike-counting windows include the full duration of stimulus presentation or, for moving bars, the full time period over which the bar was on the screen. Latency of spike responses are defined by the time the spike rate crosses its half-maximal value. Direction selectivity index (see Fig. 2 ) was calculated using the vector-sum method (Trenholm et al., 2011) . Spatial and temporal tuning curves used peak firing rate (in hertz) to determine response properties, and were split independently for the leading (ON) and trailing edge (OFF) of a bright bar. Texture matrix stimuli were quantified by counting the total number of spikes from stimulus (full field or RF center) onset through 500 ms after the stimulus offset to incorporate both ON and OFF responses to a specific flashed texture. Data were analyzed with a custom open-source Matlab analysis package (github.com/SchwartzNU/SymphonyAnalysis), and figures were assembled in Igor Pro or Adobe Illustrator.
Imaging. For dendritic stratification and morphological imaging, target cells were injected through patch pipettes with Neurobiotin tracer and labeled with streptavidin. Fixed tissues were imaged on a laser scanning confocal microscope through an inverted 60 ϫ oil-immersion objective and scanned with GaAsP detectors. Streptavadin-conjugated and ChAT-conjugated fluorescent labeling was stimulated at 488 and 640 nm, respectively. All confocal images were acquired in 0.15-0.2 m steps in the z-axis. Confocal imaging was performed at the Nikon Imaging Center at Northwestern University's Feinberg School of Medicine using Nikon Elements software. Images were analyzed using ImageJ/Fiji. Dendrites were traced and computationally flattened relative to the ChAT bands using the algorithm developed by Sü mbü l et al. (2014) . For a more detailed description of staining and imaging protocols, refer to Jacoby et al., 2015 or Nath and .
Object-tracking model. The model for tracking an object (see Fig. 10 ) was constructed in Matlab based on measured parameters for HD and LED RGCs. The stimulus was a square of 100, 200, or 400 m 2 moving in a quasirandom walk for 2 s inside a 1-mm-square arena. Time was sampled in 10 ms bins, and in each time bin, a velocity was chosen from the distribution in Figure 10A , and a direction of movement was chosen from a uniform random distribution. To add continuity to the trajectory, the motion-direction vector was smoothed with an 80 ms sliding average filter.
Cell mosaics were constructed as noisy hexagonal grids as previously described with an SD of 10 m for the cell-position noise. The average spacing between cells in the mosaic was 70 m for HD1, HD2, and LED RGCS, and 50 m for UHD RGCs. These values were chosen as half the dendritic diameter (Table  1) rounded to the nearest 10 m, consistent with previous estimates of the dendritic coverage factor of RGCs (Peichl and Wässle, 1983; Yang and Masland, 1994; Bleckert et al., 2014) . ON ␣ and ON-OFF DS RGCs were spaced at 140 and 100 m, respectively, according to previous reports of their dendritic diameters. Mosaics extended to 2 mm squares even though the stimulus occupied only to the central 1 mm to avoid edge effects.
RFs for each cell in the mosaic were modeled as two-dimensional difference of Gaussians fit from the response profiles in Figure 2 (and a similar profile, not shown for ON ␣ RGCs). The fits included three parameters: the SD of the center Gaussian ( C ), the SD of the surround ( S ), and the surround/center ratio (R SC At each time step, the RF overlap of each cell in the mosaic with the stimulus was computed with a spatial dot product to yield the RF activation of each cell (see Fig. 10B ). The local velocity of the stimulus was computed as the average velocity over the preceding 40 ms, and each nonzero RF activation value was multiplied by a peak firing rate value interpolated from the speed and width tuning curves for each cell type (see Fig. 10C ) presented in Figure 8 . Noise models for each cell type were constructed by measuring the SD across trials of the spike count within 100 ms centered on the time of the peak firing-rate response. For each cell and each condition, we plotted the SD against the peak firing rate and fit the resulting relationship as a linear relationship (see Fig. 10D ). The noise model predicted an SD of noise that was added to each model RGC in the mosaic based on its firing rate on each time step. Values of the noise model fits for each cell type were as follows, listed as slope, intercept: HD1: Ϫ0.0085, 20 Hz; HD2: 0, 16 Hz; UHD: 0.027, 13 Hz; LED: 0.073, 6.8 Hz; ON-OFF DS: 0.039, 5.1 Hz; ON ␣: 0.021, 15 Hz. The resulting firing rates with added noise were rectified to non-negative values (see Fig. 10E ).
We computed the neural estimate of the stimulus location on each frame as the center of mass of the population firing response. Tracking error was calculated as the average displacement between the actual stimulus location and this neural estimate.
Results

Morphological and physiological characterization of HD RGCs
As part of a large-scale survey of the light responses of mouse RGCs, we located the RF center of each cell using a series of briefly presented, small spots (see Materials and Methods). Following determination of the RF center, we probed RGC spike responses with a 200-m-diameter spot of light from darkness (200 rod isomerizations R*/rod/s) presented for 1 s. A subset of recorded cells were only weakly activated by this stimulus; upon exposure to a 100-m-diameter spot, RGCs that were previously attenuated now offered substantially larger responses (see Fig. 2 ). This suggested that these might be cells with small RFs and strong surround suppression. Therefore we recharacterized the light responses of these RGCs with a 100 m light spot ( Fig. 1I-P) . Consistent with their poor response to 200 m spots and with other results shown below (see Figs. 7, 8) , HD RGCs were only very weakly activated by other stimuli classically used in largescale surveys of RGC responses, including all full-field stimuli (Fig. 2) , flickering checkerboards, or drifting gratings (data not shown). Because their small dendritic fields (Fig. 1A-C) imply that they constitute a significant fraction of RGC types in the mouse retina and are perhaps among the most densely populated, we named these cell types HD RGCs based on the structure of pixel densities in modern displays. Considering both the small RF profiles of HD RGCs and their highly selective response profiles to visual stimuli, it is likely that HD RGCs have been heavily under-represented in previous functional classification studies (Farrow and Masland, 2011; Baden et al., 2016) .
The three HD RGC types we encountered with our RFcentered 100 m spot stimulus are functionally distinct (as shown quantitatively below), yet they share key physiological and morphological features with LED RGCs. All are ON-OFF cells stratifying predominantly in the middle of the IPL (Fig. 1E-H ) , all lack direction selectivity (Fig. 2I ) , and all exhibit complete suppression of the center response by concurrent surround stimulation ( Fig. 2B-E Fig. 1 I , J, M, N ) . HD1 RGCs had more sustained responses at light onset than at light offset ( Fig. 1 I, M ) . Conversely, HD2 RGCs fired a brief burst of spikes at light onset and a more sustained burst at offset ( Fig. 1 J, N ) . In response to a 100 m spot of light from darkness, the UHD RGC fired transient bursts of spikes at light onset and offset nearly equal in number and commonly displayed spike amplitude adaptation ( Fig. 1 K, O) . The UHD RGC (Fig. 1C,G Helmstaedter et al., 2013) . The majority of its dendrites terminated in the middle of the IPL, but several dendritic tips project into the OFF sublamina ( Fig. 1G ; Helmstaedter et al., 2013, their cell type g36-51).
Our morphological and physiological data from LED RGCs agrees with previously published results from these cells (Zhang et al., 2012) . They have a dendritic field smaller than HD1 and HD2 RGCs but larger than UHD RGCs ( Fig. 2G ; Table 1 ). They are monostratified in the middle of the IPL like the HD RGCs (Fig. 1H ). The LED RGC light response could be distinguished from those of the HD RGCs by its highly latent response, long duration, and lower peak-firing rate ( Fig. 1 L, P) . Quantitative decision boundaries on parameters of the light responses of these four RGC types set criteria on which they could be unambiguously divided and are described below.
HD RGCs possess small RF centers and strong surround inhibition
To probe the RFs of the HD RGCs, we presented bright spots from darkness in pseudorandom order, ranging from 10 to 600 m ( Fig. 2A-F ) . While all HD RGCs indeed had small RFs (Ͻ200 m for the ON or OFF responses, or for both) and strong surround suppression, they differed in several respects. HD1 RGCs had stronger ON responses than OFF responses across all spot sizes (Fig. 2B ). HD2 RGCs instead responded more strongly to light offset than to onset (for small spots), and their ON and OFF responses showed a different pattern of surround suppression. OFF responses of HD2 RGCs were completely suppressed at spot sizes Ͼ400 m, but ON responses were never fully suppressed even at spots sizes up to 600 m (Fig. 2C) .
UHD RGCs displayed equivalent spike rates at light onset and offset, and were completely suppressed for spots Ͼ275 m (Fig.  2D) . LED RGCs had ON and OFF responses that were also completely suppressed for large spots (Fig. 2E) , consistent with pre-vious results (Zhang et al., 2012) . Suppression in HD RGCs and LEDs was stronger than in another well known ON-OFF RGC type, ON-OFF DS RGCs (Fig. 2F ). The spot size necessary to elicit a maximal ON response is one measure of the RF center size. Figure 2H shows this measurement for each RGC type. UHD RGCs had the smallest RFs (89 Ϯ 3 m, n ϭ 33) among the four non-DS ON-OFF RGCs presented here ( p Ͻ 10 Ϫ5 for all pairwise comparisons, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test).
In general, RGC density increases and dendritic arbor size decreases toward retinal locations with higher sampling frequency, such as the fovea in primates and the area centralis in carnivores (Wässle and Boycott, 1991) . A recent study showed that ␣ RGCs displayed a density gradient across the retina, nasal to temporal, that could enhance sampling in frontal visual fields (Bleckert et al., 2014 ). In our current study, however, the dendritic diameter for HD RGCs showed little variance ( Fig. 2G ; Table 1 ). We also observed little dependence of RF size on position in the retina for any of the HD RGCs ( Fig. 2L-N) . Among a sample of 36 HD1, 13 HD2, and 18 UHD RGCs, we measured only one significant trend of RF size versus retinal location. The RFs of HD2 RGCs had a small but significant tendency to increase with eccentricity ( Fig. 2M ; r 2 ϭ 0.44, p ϭ 0.02, 2 test). All other comparisons of HD RGC RF size versus Area is presented in m 2 from images acquired using either confocal or multiphoton fluorescence imaging. Possible matches to morphological identification of EM reconstructions of RGCs in the mouse retina presented on museum.eyewire.org. Numbers in parentheses indicate number of cells. Because the HD RGCs are functionally ON-OFF RGCs, we wanted to measure surround suppression in both ON and OFF pathways at equivalent contrasts. We repeated the measurements of the RF profiles under photopic conditions (1000 R*/rod/s) using spots of both 100% positive (2000 R*/rod/s) and 100% negative (0 R*/rod/s) Weber contrast (Fig. 3A) . Two recent studies have identified changes in ON-OFF balance in RGCs with mean illumination (Pearson and Kerschensteiner, 2015; TikidjiHamburyan et al., 2015) , and one of these studies argued that key feature selectivity, like direction and orientation selectivity, is retained despite changes in ON-OFF balance (Pearson and Kerschensteiner, 2015) . We compared the results obtained in darkness and from this photopic background to determine whether HD RGCs alter ON-OFF balance with light level and whether they retain their small RFs and strong surround suppression. Both HD1 and HD2 RGCs conserved their response polarity between spots of light presented from darkness and spots of positive and negative contrast presented under mean photopic conditions (Fig. 3 B, C) . HD1 remained ON-dominant in both conditions, while HD2 remained OFF-dominant. In photopic conditions, the OFF response of HD2 RGCs was never fully suppressed, as it was in darkness (Figs. 1C, 3C ). The transition to photopic light levels, however, altered the ON-OFF balance in both UHD and LED RGCs; both cell types became OFF-dominant (Fig. 3 D, E) . Despite the small alteration in RF size, all three HD RGC types and LED RGCs retained small RFs and strong surround suppression in the photopic range.
HD RGCs are distinct types
Of all five ON-OFF RGC types targeted for RF profiling above, only ON-OFF DS cells showed preference for motion direction (Fig. 2I ) . Following the presentation of a light bar moving in 12 directions from darkness, the direction selectivity index for ON-OFF DS cells was highly DS (0.41 Ϯ 0.01; n ϭ 120), while the HD1 (0.05 Ϯ 0.008; n ϭ 35), HD2 (0.04 Ϯ 0.007; n ϭ 20), UHD (0.07 Ϯ 0.01; n ϭ 11), and LED RGCs (0.06 Ϯ 0.01; n ϭ 6) were not DS.
Despite their similarities, the four non-DS ON-OFF RGCs exhibiting small RF centers could be unambiguously distinguished from each other physiologically. To separate LEDs from HD RGCs, we used the latency and duration of the spike response to a 100 m light spot (Fig. 2J ) . The long duration of LED responses was sufficient for classification by dividing cells into groups according to duration: Ͼ0.6 s (LEDs) and Ͻ0.6 s (HD RGCs). To classify the three HD RGC types, we used optimal spot size and maximal response amplitude parameters (Fig. 2K ) . Separation between these three types was even greater when assessed in higher-dimensional space (data not shown), but the twodimensional space shown in Figure 2K was sufficient to establish strict criteria for functional classification (dashed lines). Independent measures of morphology, RF profiles, synaptic currents, speed sensitivity, and motion sensitivity (Figs. 1-6, 8, 9 ) confirmed our functional classification. See Discussion for additional comparisons with known RGC types and strategies for functional targeting of HD RGCs for future studies.
Circuit mechanisms of surround suppression in HD RGCs
Several circuit mechanisms contribute to surround suppression in RGCs, including horizontal cell feedback to photoreceptors in the outer retina (Thoreson and Mangel, 2012) and amacrine cell inhibition in the inner retina through both presynaptic inhibition onto bipolar cell terminals and postsynaptic inhibition directly onto RGCs (Grimes, 2012; Masland, 2012a) . We hypothesize that the strong surround suppression observed in HD RGCs suggests an origin from amacrine cell inhibition (either presynaptic or postsynaptic) rather than that originating from horizontal cells, which would provide similar surround suppression to all RGCs. To explore the mechanisms of surround suppression in HD RGCs, we measured currents from these RGCs using wholecell voltage clamp following cell-type identification in cellattached configuration. By voltage-clamping these cells at the inhibitory and excitatory reversal potentials, we isolated and quantified the excitatory and inhibitory currents onto the three HD RGC types.
HD1 RGCs received excitatory input from both spots of positive and negative contrast (Fig. 4A) . For positive contrast, a spot size of 127 Ϯ 4 m elicited a maximal excitatory inward current of Ϫ409 Ϯ 48 pA (n ϭ 5), while for negative contrast a spot size of 153 Ϯ 14 m produced a maximal excitatory current of Ϫ552 Ϯ 70 pA (n ϭ 5). These excitatory currents were highly suppressed during presentation of larger spots, with a higher degree of suppression measured for spots of positive contrast (86 Ϯ 8%) than for spots of negative contrast (75 Ϯ 8%; paired one-sided t test, p Ͻ 0.02). HD1 RGCs also received strong inhibitory currents to both spots of positive and negative contrast (Fig. 4B) . For positive contrast, a spot size of 551 Ϯ 39 m elicited a maximal inhibitory current of 672 Ϯ 149 pA (n ϭ 5), while for negative contrast a spot size of 499 Ϯ 47 m produced a maximal inhibitory current of 489 Ϯ 110 pA (n ϭ 5). Unlike the excitatory currents, inhibition showed no surround suppression, instead increasing for spots Յϳ300 m before reaching a plateau. Representative traces of HD1 excitatory and inhibitory currents in response to 100 or 300 m spots of either 100% positive or 100% negative contrast stimuli can be seen in Figure 4C -F.
At smaller spot sizes, the HD1 RGC received substantial ON and OFF excitation unrivaled by weak inhibition, allowing the cell to spike readily to both positive and negative contrast spots Ͻ300 m in diameter (Fig. 4A) . At spot sizes Ͼϳ300 m, the interplay between reduced excitatory current and increased inhibitory current led to the full suppression of spike responses. The inhibitory current steadily increased over the range of spot sizes where we observed surround suppression in the spike response. These results show that both presynaptic (onto bipolar cell terminals) and postsynaptic (onto RGC dendrites) forms of inhibition contribute to surround suppression in HD1 RGCs.
HD2 RGCs also received excitatory input from both spots of positive and negative contrast (Fig. 5A) . For positive contrast, a spot size of 215 Ϯ 21 m elicited a maximal excitatory inward current of Ϫ210 Ϯ 33 pA (n ϭ 6), while for negative contrast a spot size of 231 Ϯ 26 m produced a maximal excitatory current of Ϫ494 Ϯ 96 pA (n ϭ 5). Both excitatory currents were suppressed for larger spot sizes, to nearly half for positive contrast (52 Ϯ 8%) and to a larger extent for negative contrast (78 Ϯ 4%; paired one-sided t test, p Ͻ 0.01). Unlike HD1 RGCs, HD2 RGCs received inhibition only for positive contrasts (Fig. 5B ). An optimal spot size of 121 Ϯ 5 m elicited a maximal inhibitory current of 277 Ϯ 52 pA (n ϭ 4). Inhibition in HD2 RGCs showed its own surround suppression, falling 60 Ϯ 6% for the 600 m spot. Representative traces of HD2 excitatory and inhibitory currents in response to 100 or 300 m spots of either 100% positive or 100% negative contrast stimuli can be seen in Figure 5C -F. These results show differences in the mechanisms of surround suppression between HD1 and HD2 RGCs. Direct inhibition to the RGC does not appear to play a role in surround suppression in HD2 RGCs because the inhibition itself was suppressed for large positive-contrast spots, and inhibition was completely absent for negative contrasts. Instead, surround suppression in spiking output is controlled by a presynaptic mechanism that reduces excitatory currents for large spots. Surround suppression of excitation was stronger for negative contrasts than for positive contrasts (Fig. 5A) , consistent with the spike results (Fig. 3C) . While postsynaptic inhibition does not play a role in surround suppression in HD2 RGCs, it may serve to truncate the spike response, contributing to the transient nature of the ON response ( Fig. 1 J, N ) .
UHD RGCs received excitatory input in response to both spots of positive and spots of negative contrast (Fig. 6A) . For positive contrast, a spot size of 154 Ϯ 18 m elicited a maximal excitatory inward current of Ϫ249 Ϯ 62 pA (n ϭ 5), while for negative contrast a spot size of 144 Ϯ 17 m produced a maximal excitatory current of Ϫ433 Ϯ 44 pA (n ϭ 5). Both excitatory currents were equally suppressed to nearly zero in response to larger spot sizes in positive (90 Ϯ 7%) and negative (85 Ϯ 4%) contrast (positive vs negative, p ϭ 0.1). UHD RGCs also received strong inhibitory currents for both spots of positive and spots of negative contrast (Fig. 6B) . For positive contrast, a spot size of 261 Ϯ 86 m elicited a maximal inhibitory current of 320 Ϯ 56 pA (n ϭ 5), while for negative contrast a spot size of 289 Ϯ 81 m produced a maximal inhibitory current of 453 Ϯ 31 pA (n ϭ 5). Inhibitory currents increased with spot size, with ON inhibition plateauing at ϳ150 m and OFF inhibition plateauing at ϳ250 m. Representative traces of UHD excitatory and inhibitory currents in response to 100 or 300 m spots of either 100% positive or 100% negative contrast stimuli can be seen in Figure 6C -F. As in HD1 RGCs, both presynaptic and postsynaptic inhibition contributed to spike suppression in UHD RGCs, but both mechanisms were magnified in the UHD RGC. Suppression of excitatory currents was more complete in the UHD RGC for negative contrast (85 Ϯ 4% vs 75 Ϯ 8%; p ϭ 0.05; Fig. 6A ). In response to positive contrast, inhibition increased for smaller spot sizes in UHD RGCs than in HD1 RGCs ( Fig. 6B ; half maximal spot size 78 Ϯ 20 m vs 153 Ϯ 21 m, p Ͻ 10 Ϫ4 ). In response to negative contrast, size dependence of inhibition was more similar between these two cell types (121 Ϯ 8 m vs 97 Ϯ 15 m, p Ͻ 10 Ϫ2 ). Interestingly, the spatial scale of inhibition for positive versus negative contrast showed a different trend between UHD and HD1 RGCs with positive-contrast inhibition being smaller in spatial scale in UHD RGCs ( p ϭ 0.01) and negative-contrast inhibition being smaller in spatial scale in HD1 RGCs ( p Ͻ 10 Ϫ3 ). This combination of strong presynaptic and postsynaptic surround suppression contributes to the UHD RGC's extremely small RF (Figs. 2G, 3D) . Together these results demonstrate that HD RGCs achieve strong surround suppression in their spike responses through somewhat different combinations of suppression in their synaptic inputs (Table 2) .
Thus far we have delivered stimuli to HD RGCs that have uniformly activated either the center alone or the center and surround concurrently. Many RGCs, as has been shown in the ON ␣ RGC , have nonlinear subunits that are the source of excitation to the RF center. Presumably, if the center and surround differed in the spatial scale or linearity of their subunits (with the surround being more linear or having larger subunits than the center), HD RGCs may respond to fullfield "texture" patterns more effectively than full-field uniform light or dark spots. However, upon testing these cells in the same paradigm as Schwartz et al. (2012) performed on the ON ␣ RGC, we found that this was not the case. Surround suppression was equally strong for textures of different scales even though the presentation of textures in the center alone revealed the presence of nonlinear subunits (Fig. 7) . A recent report found that subunits in the surround portion of a cell's RF can exhibit nonlinear spatial integration (Takeshita and Gollisch, 2014) . In the case of the HD RGCs, the fact that surround suppression is equally strong despite texture scale suggests that RF center and surround have similar nonlinear subunits.
Responses of HD and LED RGCs to objects of differing sizes and speeds
Since HD and LED RGCs respond preferentially to small objects, and since LED RGCs were additionally shown to respond well to the motion of small objects across their RFs, we tested the selectivity of HD RGCs and LEDs to moving objects. Specifically, we wanted to determine (1) whether the size-selectivity profiles we observed for static objects (Fig. 2) were maintained for moving Figure 7 . HD RGCs respond to flashed texture stimuli presented to the RF center, but are attenuated to full-field stimuli. A, Graphic representation of the full-field (3000 ϫ 3000 m) texture stimuli presented to the four cell types tested; each image depicts a different spatial scale (1, 11, 25, 54, and 110 m) . The hash-mark red circle represented the region of stimulus projection when the texture was only presented to the RF center. B, Peristimulus time histograms depicting the response to RF center (red traces, top) and full-field (black traces, bottom) textures in a representative HD1 RGC. Flashed textures were presented for a total of 500 ms; stimulus onset and offset are designated by vertical dotted lines. C, Baseline-subtracted spike responses of HD and LED RGCs to textures presented to the RF center (left) or full-field stimuli (right) at different texture scales.
objects, and (2) whether speed sensitivity varied among HD and LED RGCs.
The ON response (leading edge of a moving bar from darkness) of the HD1 RGC (n ϭ 5) produced the highest firing rate of all cells tested, reaching a rate of 232 Ϯ 12 Hz to a 100 m bar moved at 500 m/s, and 230 Ϯ 18 Hz to a 100 m bar moved at 1000 m/s (Fig. 8A) . Its response declined as the bar width increased to cover more of the surround portion of the cell's RF and to high-speed bars moving at Ն4000 m/s. In stark contrast, the ON response of HD2 (n ϭ 4) displayed a nearly uniform activation curve where the peak firing rate was at a bar width of 200 m in diameter and moved at speed of 1000 or 2000 m/s (Fig. 8B) . This was to be expected, as the ON response of HD2 was never fully suppressed to zero for large stimuli, as was the case for HD1, UHD, and LED RGCs (Figs. 2, 3) . Additionally, the HD2 RGC kept up with high-speed moving bars better than the other cell types tested. The ON portion of the UHD RGC (n ϭ 5) size and speed tuning curve closely resembled that of HD1, although it never reached HD1 RGCs' peak firing rate of 232 Hz and displayed a narrower band of activation (activated for thinner bars and slower speeds; Fig. 8C ). Much like the HD1, the UHD RGC response declined as bar width increased to cover more of the surround portion of the cell's RF and bar speeds Ͼ2000 m/s. The LED RGC (n ϭ 6) again displayed its characteristically low firing rate to bars of 100 or 200 m wide and speeds of 500 -1000 m/s; as seen in the HD1 and UHD RGCs, the activation of LED RGCs decreased with increasing bar widths and speeds (Fig. 8D) .
To enable our projector to present "smooth motion" stimuli at high speed, we reduced the bit rate to 1 bit from 8 bits. This increased the frame rate from 60 frames/s to 720 frames/s, resulting in an increased number of frames that the bar spent within the cell's RF center in the same amount of time. The modest increases in peak firing rate we observed using this higher frame rate (Յ35%) do not change our interpretation of these results (data not shown). The separately analyzed OFF responses of the three HD RGC types and the LED RGC all showed similar tuning curves; all displayed characteristics much more sensitive to both size and speed, and had lower firing rates than the cell's reported ON response tuning curve (data not shown). We compared the speed and size selectivity of HD and LED RGCs to two well known RGC types: ON ␣ (Fig. 8E) and ON-OFF DS RGCs (Fig. 8F ) . ON ␣ RGCs showed a tuning profile opposite to HD1, UHD, and LED RGCs; they responded more robustly to large and fast stimuli. Like HD2 RGCs, ON-OFF DS RGCs (probed in their preferred direction) responded nearly uniformly across the range of sizes and speeds we tested.
HD1 and LED RGCs are object-motion-sensitive
Since object-motion sensitivity is a prominent feature of the LED RGC (Zhang et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2015) , we also tested the HD RGCs for this property. We drifted texture stimuli at 1200 m/s through either the RF center, the surround region, synchronously across both center and surround (global motion), or in a differential fashion where the textures presented to the center and surround were offset 90°in their direction of motion ( Fig. 9A ; see Materials and Methods). The four RGC types formed two groups based on their responses to differential motion; HD1 and LED RGCs were equally activated to moving textures in the center and to differential motion, and both were substantially suppressed by global motion. Thus, HD1 RGCs can additionally be classified as object-motion-sensitive (Fig. 9B) , a property previously described only for LED RGCs in mice (Zhang et al., 2012) . HD2 and UHD RGCs were maximally activated by texture movement relegated to the RF center, and were less active in response to surround, global, and differential motion stimuli (Fig. 9B) . UHD RGCs had the smallest degree of activation to differential motion of all cell types tested, and all were suppressed by motion in the surround region, by global motion, or by both when compared with motion in the center. Thus, HD2 and UHD RGCs are not object-motion-sensitive, suggesting that the circuits responsible for surround suppression in these RGC types are less sensitive to the precise timing of center and surround features, a mechanism known to be involved in object-motion sensitivity (Baccus et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2012), than those in HD1 and LED RGCs.
Tracking a moving object with different RGC populations
HD and LED RGCs differ in their dendritic diameters (Fig. 1) , in their RF sizes and surround suppression (Figs. 2, 3) , and in their selectivity profile to the size and speed of moving objects (Fig. 8) . We constructed a model mosaic of each of these RGC types, as well as ON ␣ RGCs and ON-OFF DS RGCs, to study how these feature-selectivity differences interact. We measured the performance of a model population of each RGC type in tracking the position of a small moving object. By varying parameters of the model (mosaic spacing, RF size, surround strength, speed selectivity) and the size of the stimulus, we sought (1) to determine which RGC types are best suited to track moving objects of different sizes and (2) to reveal more general principles of how the parameters of a population of RGCs could affect their tracking performance. While additional aspects of the cell responses (e.g., gain control, noise correlations) or of the stimulus (light level, contrast, background) are sure to create additional distinctions between cell types ( Fig. 9 ; see Discussion), we sought to use as few assumptions as possible to explore how the parameters of RGC light responses that we did characterize influence the ability of RGC populations to report object location.
The stimulus in our model was a bright square (100 -400 m) on a dark background moving in a quasirandom walk ( Fig. 10A ; see Materials and Methods). We intentionally ignored the issue of response lag, as motion-anticipation mechanisms have been well studied and depend on gain control at multiple levels in the retinal circuit (Berry et al., 1999; Trenholm et al., 2013; Johnston and Lagnado, 2015) , and likely elsewhere in the brain (Berry et al., 1999) , a subject beyond the scope of the present study.
We computed the center of mass of the firing response of a simulated population of each cell type, and we measured the tracking error as the average displacement between the actual object location and this neural center-of-mass estimate (Berry et al., 1999; Schwartz et al., 2007; Leonardo and Meister, 2013). We constructed a model mosaic for each cell type based on our anatomical measurements (Table 1 ) and the well conserved mosaic spacing of RGCs (Wässle et al., 1981; Devries and Baylor, 1997; Masland, 2012b) . The model response for each cell in the mosaic was based on our measurements of RF size (Fig. 3) , the size and speed tuning curves we measured (Fig. 8) , and a noise model extracted from response variability to moving bars ( Fig. 10D ; see Materials and Methods).
A sample stimulus trajectory and the neural estimate trajectory are shown for model populations of each RGC type for 100 (Fig. 10F ) and 400 m (Fig. 10G) squares, and the mean tracking error over 10 simulated trajectories is compared across cell types (Fig. 10H ) . UHD RGCs showed the smallest tracking error for 100 m objects (16 Ϯ 0.2 m), but HD2 RGCs were most effective at tracking 200 m objects (error, 17 Ϯ 0.3 m). The general pattern of these results was consistent with the tuning curves measured in Figure 8 , but also depended on the mosaic spacing of the cell types inferred from their anatomy (Table 1 ; Fig. 10I ).
UHD and HD2 RGCs outperformed ON ␣ and ON-OFF DS RGCs for small objects, but ON ␣ RGCs were best at tracking 400 m objects. While the performance differences between the best HD RGCs and the control RGC types were somewhat modest, several caveats suggest that tracking error in a real population of ON ␣ or ON-OFF DS RGCs would be higher than our estimates. First, as pure ON cells, ON ␣ RGCs can only track positive contrast edges, while HD RGCs can track both positive and negative contrast edges. Second, unlike HD RGCs (Fig. 9) , ON ␣ RGCs respond almost equally well to local verses global motion because of their weak surrounds . This would create ambiguity for the brain in distinguishing the motion of an object from that of the background. Finally, it is worth noting that our estimates of tracking error for ON-OFF DS cells were based only on their firing rates for stimuli in the preferred direction. As a randomly moving object enters the RF of the RGC in different directions, a single population of ON-OFF DS RGCs would conflate position and direction, and would thus be poorly suited for an object-tracking task.
Varying a single parameter of the model at a time, instead of the multiple parameters required to match the profiles of each RGC type, revealed that tracking error depends more on mosaic spacing than on RF size or the strength of surround suppression (Fig. 10I-K ) . While surround suppression is, of course, critical to the selectivity of HD RGCs for object motion over global motion, it has little impact on object tracking in our model because the model uses the center of mass of firing of the entire RGC population. More interpretations of the modeling results are described in Discussion.
Discussion
The first functional characterization of the HD RGCs We have described HD RGCs, three new ON-OFF RGC types in the mouse retina. They possess small RFs, strong surround suppression, and selectivity for different sizes, speeds, and patterns of motion (see Table 3 ). Two small-RF RGCs were recently discovered and named the F-mini ON and F-mini OFF (Rousso et al., 2016) . While F-mini cells share the property of small RFs and small dendritic fields, they differ from HD RGCs in dendritic stratification, response polarity (ON or OFF vs ON-OFF), dendritic asymmetry, and direction selectivity. Thus, the HD RGCs, to our knowledge, have not been described functionally despite compelling morphological candidates in the EM data (Helmstaedter et al., 2013).
It is worth noting that despite the expected small variations in experimental conditions, the results obtained from HD and LED RGCs were stable across preparations and across time within a single preparation. To find these cells in future studies without the aid of an HD RGC-specific transgenic marker, the probing visual stimulus must be optimally sized and precisely placed over the RF center. The stimulus must (1) be centered within ϳ20 m of the RF center to maximally excite the targeted RGC and minimally excite the strong surround region and (2) be close in size to match the RF center ( Fig. 2; see Table 3 ) for each cell type.
HD RGCs have specialized synaptic connectivity
The functional diversity among the HD RGCs and the LED RGC is notable given their similar morphological properties and stratification profiles ( Fig. 1A-H ; Table 1 ). UHD RGCs have among the smallest dendritic fields reported for mouse RGCs and, accordingly, show the smallest excitatory RFs (Fig. 6A) . While not different in dendritic area (Table 1) , HD1 and HD2 RGCs do exhibit different excitatory RF profiles (Figs. 4A, 5A ). HD1 RGCs have a smaller excitatory RF and more surround suppression than do HD2 RGCs. This distinction highlights the fact that dendritic morphology alone cannot predict the excitatory RFs of RGCs.
While the coarse division of the IPL into ON versus OFF sublamina (Kolb, 1979) and transient versus sustained subregions within each of the sublamina (Awatramani and Slaughter, 2000; Borghuis et al., 2013) provides a general framework for the synaptic organization of the inner retina, recent evidence points to a finer level of specialization in synaptic contacts even within the same strata of the IPL (Kim et al., 2014; Krishnaswamy et al., 2015; Greene et al., 2016) . Differences in the synaptic inputs to the HD RGCs support the notion of fine-scale synaptic specialization in the IPL (Figs. 4 -6 ). Despite their highly overlapping dendritic stratification patterns (Fig. 1E-H ) , the three HD RGCs and LED RGCs (Zhang et al., 2012) have distinct patterns of excitatory and inhibitory input with different kinetics, ON-OFF ratios, and size dependence (Figs. 4 -6) .
With the plethora of amacrine cell types in the retina (Masland, 2001) , it is not difficult to imagine that each of these RGC types receives a different complement of inhibitory inputs (see next section). The diversity of bipolar cells, however, is more restricted (Helmstaedter et al., 2013; Greene et al., 2016) . The differences in excitatory currents we measured in the HD RGCs could result from a combination of (1) different complements of bipolar cell inputs or even glutamaturgic amacrine cells Krishnaswamy et al., 2015) , (2) different types of glutamate receptors on the RGCs, and (3) specialized microcircuits at individual bipolar cell terminals (Asari and Meister, 2012) . Determining the relative contributions of these three sources of diversity in excitatory drive remains an important open question, and our characterization of the three HD RGCs may facilitate future efforts in this area.
Strong surround suppression uses presynaptic and postsynaptic mechanisms
The HD RGCs and the LED RGC are specialized (though not necessarily unique) among RGC types in that their spiking can be suppressed completely by concurrent center and surround stimulation. Our results provide insights into the mechanisms responsible for strong surround suppression (Table 2) . We show in particular that HD1 and UHD RGCs, which have the strongest surround suppression, employ both presynaptic and postsynaptic mechanisms (Figs. 4, 6 ), while HD2 RGCs, which have some-what weaker suppression, use only a presynaptic mechanism (Fig. 5) . Previous work has shown that LED RGCs also use both presynaptic and postsynaptic surround mechanisms, though in that case they were shown to be specialized for the suppression of global motion signals (Zhang et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2015) . Employing similar techniques to measure surround suppression in the excitatory and inhibitory currents of other RGC types will provide important comparisons to the surround suppression mechanisms in HD RGCs. Such studies may reveal whether RGCs with weaker surround suppression tend to use either presynaptic or postsynaptic suppression but not both, or whether the degree of suppression in both excitatory and inhibitory currents is lower in those RGCs
Distinct tuning for motion
The Ͼ30 RGC types of the vertebrate retina form a distributed representation of ecologically important aspects of visual scenes. Early in the history of studies of RGC responses, the movement of a small spot was assigned a role in prey detection (Lettvin et al., 1959; Zhang et al., 2012) . Moving objects varying in speed, size, and contrast elicit a variety of stereotyped behavioral responses in several species (Ishikane et al., 2005; Yilmaz and Meister, 2013; Semmelhack et al., 2014; Shang et al., 2015; Temizer et al., 2015) . Here, we augment our understanding of the representation of moving objects in the mouse retina by introducing three new RGC types with properties that suggest a specialization for such stimuli. Strong surround suppression in the HD RGCs endows them with selectivity for objects near their RF size moving on a static (or, for HD1, differential) background. Thus, these cells would be predicted to respond to movements of small objects in the visual scene, but would not be predicted to fire during head or body movements inducing global motion on the retina. Complete suppression of the spike responses for large stimuli makes the HD RGCs different from other well studied RGC types (e.g., ␣, ON-OFF DS, ON DS, orientation selective) in that their firing could specifically encode object motion without the ambiguity of responses to motion of the entire visual field caused by eye, head, or body movements. LED RGCs share similar surroundsuppression properties. So why did the mouse evolve four separate RGC types with similar responses?
Perhaps the answer lies in the distinct tuning of each cell type to particular parameters of motion. Due primarily to their high density inferred from their small dendritic fields, UHD RGCs performed best in the object-tracking model for small (100 m) objects. HD2 RGCs were better suited for 200 m objects, in part because their lack of complete surround suppression to positive contrast stimuli allows them to maintain higher firing rates, especially at high motion speeds. While UHD and HD2 RGCsboth nonobject-motion-sensitive RGC types (Fig. 9) -showed the smallest tracking error for 100 and 200 m objects, respectively, HD1 and LED RGCs-both object-motion-sensitive (Fig.  9) -performed worse at the tracking task. Perhaps this suggests a distinction in the types of motion best represented by nonobjectmotion-sensitive RGC types, which can track small objects on a static background, and object-motion-sensitive RGCs, which compare local verses global motion. We only modeled the responses to moving ON edges, but since HD RGCs respond to both ON and OFF, they also encode the motion of OFF edges. Differences in ON/OFF ratio (Fig. 3) might also be important to downstream brain regions. Other perturbations of objectmotion stimuli would likely reveal additional specializations.
Central projections and visual functions of HD and LED RGCs
Despite previous studies characterizing the LED RGC, as well as an identified transgene that labels this cell in mice (Kim et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2012) , its projection pattern remains largely unknown. The primary reason for this may be that the W3 line does not label a single RGC type, making it difficult to isolate exactly where the brightly labeled "W3b" cells (LED RGCs) project specifically in relation to the other labeled cells (Kim et al., 2010) . Overcoming this hurdle with more selective markers will provide future researchers tools to study the projection patterns of HD and LED RGCs to higher visual centers in the brain and will aid in assigning functional roles to these RGC types.
Classically, the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) is considered a relay center that receives high-resolution visual information relevant to conscious visual perception; HD RGC projections to this region would imply that they are involved in relaying high-resolution vision. A recent investigation revealed that (ON) RGCs with transient response properties and high sensitivity to small stimuli appear to innvervate the superior colliculus (SC), but not dLGN (Ellis et al., 2016) . The SC is classically seen as a sensory motor integration center that guides aspects of vision, such as coordinated eye movements. It has also been implicated in controlling rapid, visually guided reflexive behaviors (Shang et al., 2015) . Therefore, it is possible that the generally transient HD family of RGCs may indeed project to the SC, while the stereotypically sustained response properties of LED RGCs may serve a different purpose and perhaps project elsewhere.
Specific genetic markers for HD RGCs are currently unknown, but efforts to find RGC-specific markers are underway both in our laboratory and in those of others (Macosko et al., 2015) . Trangenic lines selective for HD RGCs would enable not only tracing their axons into the brain but also in vivo ablation experiments to investigate their role in visually guided behavior. Even without the aid of HD RGC-specific mouse lines, retrograde tracing experiments from the dLGN, SC, and other retinorecipient areas, along with the functional targeting of HD RGCs described above, could implicate HD cells in particular facets of visual processing. 
